On Saturday October 25th nearly 30 Architects, Landscape
Architects, Engineers and Planners assembled at the Durham
Station to brainstorm ideas on how to deal with the railroad grade
crossings at Mangum and Blackwell Street in light of the planned 4
additional tracks within the corridor.
Their direction was to assemble into teams and look at 3 options:
-Elevating both the Freight and LRT tracks above the streets
-Elevating just the 2 LRT tracks
-Enhancing the existing grade crossing condition
The 3 Teams worked for 3-1/2 hours on their solutions, and then
each pinned up their sketches for discussion with the assembled
group.
The results follow……………
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The Big Ideas
Central Considerations
The Team proposed to lower Ramseur Street from West Chapel Hill through Mangum, span from west of
Blackwell to East of Mangum with and Iconic bridge, crate multiple pedestrian underpasses between Main
(and Ramseur) and American Tobacco, and create development opportunities on the City-owned properties on
the north side of Ramseur and below the railroad tracks. Develop a greenway along the tracks.
Realignment of north end of Blackwell Street to align with Corcoran Street, pulling it away from the Old Bull
building (this is also shown in TTA’s most recent video fly-thru).
Pros:
•Build iconic infrastructure, an Engineering Marvel
•Preserve and create signature views and view corridors. Draw people to and through the facility
•Improve the quality and quantity of N/S bike and pedestrian connections. Coordinate with downtown open
space plan
•Arch bridge with shops and amenities in the arches. Would relate to Ramseur and potential future
development on the north side of Ramseur. Ramseur Street is lowered from WCH to Roxboro
•Open the wall in one large open area like a door or gate in the central area between Mangum and Blackwell
•Removes all train conflicts with vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians between Duke Street and Dillard Street
•Provides greatest capacity to move vehicles between north side of tracks and Durham Freeway
•Opportunity for more pedestrian crossing points between Chapel Hill Street on the west and Roxboro on the
east, including a link between Five Points on the north and American Tobacco
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The Big Ideas
Cons
•Likely to have much higher total cost than other alternatives
•Likely to be more complex to put together the agreement/funding package with other partners, as it will
likely involve funding from TTA, city, state (beyond contribution to TTA LRT), NCRR and/or freight railroads.
•More complex staging of project and interim impacts, as involves lowering of Pettigrew and Ramseur Streets.
•Could lead to a “canyon” effect along Pettigrew and
Ramseur as grades are lowered and walls erected. To counter this, the following would have to be
designed with careful planning and attention to detail:
•Increases slope of Corcoran from Main Street down to
Ramseur from current ~5% to ~8% (similar to current
slope at Roxboro, which is ~7%)
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The Big Ideas

Central Considerations:
•Raising only the LRT tracks makes it possible to avoid massive changes to the street system where streets
cross or run parallel to the tracks.
•Putting the LRT tracks on a viaduct makes it less of a barrier between the north and south side of the tracks.
•A principal consideration should be to create a distinctive and aesthetic viaduct.
•Treatment of the area under the viaduct will be a significant part of the design. (NCRR has vetoed any sort of
habitable structure under its tracks, but how does TTA feel?
•Precedents to consider: Bridge of Tempe Town Lake in Tempe, Arizona, the cable-stayed bridge across the
Willamette River in Portland, Oregon, and Calatrava’s cable-stayed curved bridge in Jerusalem.
Pros:
•More visual permeability.
•Less restructuring of the streets and sidewalks and less interference with traffic (and by streets, I mean to
include all the infrastructure that would be disrupted).
•Opportunity for deliberate landscaping; appropriate landscaping will discourage pedestrian crossings
between streets.
•Will become part of the skyline and can be an attractive one.
•The area beneath the viaduct will be reclaimed public space that is usable in a number of ways such as a
display of public art.
Cons
•The viaduct scheme is more expensive than using retaining walls for track elevation (but is less costly in
regards to modifying the street system).
•Would NCRR allow this configuration?
•Will require the MPO to alter the MTP.
•NCRR does not like pedestrian ways alongside the tracks.
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The Big Ideas
Central Considerations:

We start from the point of what are the safety and circulation problems we are trying
to solve:
-If auto, we already have grade separation at Chapel Hill and Roxboro and they can be
improved and can provide increased auto capacity in the future
-If trains are 200 trips per day and 180 are light rail, they stop at grad with stop lights
therefore an at-grade solution is unnecessary i.e. there are only 20 trips/day that don’t
stop in an area with no history of accidents
-Between Blackwell and Mangum spending between $45 and 90 million on grade
separation is unjustified
To us, then, the problem is the area around the tracks is desolate and uninviting to
pedestrian movement. Thus the real problem is to improve the pedestrian and civic
space there. We do it by:
1.Pull new development close in so within 100 feet there something of interest for
pedestrians walking from DPAC or American Tobacco happens well before Main
Street (3 blocks away) i.e. an activated building or civic space.
2.Proposal is enhanced by an at-grade stop.
3.Having to walk from Dillard or the Amtrak station to the heart of downtown is not
what people using the train to come downtown want. They want to disembark in the
center of downtown and adding the new train station does it.
4. TTA proposal “great wall” divides two economic engines which for 20 years t
he private and public sectors have invested in. This alternative knits them together.
5.To make light rail, the station, and a civic greenway work, it gets rid of as much
street as possible (one block of Pettigrew, Vivian).
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The Big Ideas
Pros
•Single highest potential for density within entire transit corridor
•At grade solution
•New center for city that ties the two sides of the tracks together in a place that is
currently a spatial vacuum
•Best new civic space since Birmingham
•Removes barriers for walking connecting N/S link – no more bifurcation
•Protects the $$$ investment downtown
•Eliminates street redundancy
•Far and away the most cost-efficient solution – cheapest option by magnitudes
•Fiscally responsible
•Added station is equidistant between the other two stations (epicenter)
Cons
•Relies on this site not being a development site for buildings
•ADA compliance/goals a challenge – stepping down tracks (but 8-10 foot drop
from Ramseur to Pettigrew – the 40 foot stretch between light rail and heavy rail can
absorb most of the slope without requiring steps)
•Need to reroute busses
•Takes a piece of Pettigrew which is the only continuous corridor for development
south of the tracks/north of 147
•Requires a lot of sign-off, coordination, cooperation, pooling resources
•Requires changing the MTP
•Needs safety devices that are state of the art to prevent accidents or invite illegal
track crossings
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Alternate Plan with Overhead Park

Section through NCRR Lot
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The Big Ideas
Central Considerations:
Overhead pedestrian concourse(s) with new light rail station at Pettigrew
Pros:
•Concourses and station located in center of downtown activity
•Not obstructive in view nor access
•Connects to new development north and south of track – more concourse destination options. Safe crossing.
•Leaves Pettigrew traffic (E &W) open.
•Does not obstruct railroad track plans.
•This scheme would work best with the Light rail station and tracks raised to the concourse plaza level. This
would help activate the raised plaza level and help it as a connector to both sides of downtown. It would also spur
denser development on either side of the plaza
Cons:
•If and until development occurs on each side of tracks, concourse vertical accesses (4) will, and can be
freestanding.
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